PRODUCT CODE 9001
EUROCOAT NC PUTTY



Description

Eurocoat N.C Putty is made with gun cotton, alkyd, hard resin and plasticizer in combination
with suitable extenders and solvents. Each ingredient has to be thoroughly checked to offer a
smooth and free flowing paste, which can be easily applied with a putty knife. Besides, the
painter should be able to wet sand within half-hour of application to get silk smooth finish.
The right quality is Eurocoat N.C Putty.


Areas of Application

Any mild steel surface, which is dented. Examples: mild steel sheets used for making steel
furniture, any cast iron article, which has to be made smooth, and all types of vehicles, which
need repainting.
 Surface Preparation
The article to be provided must be free from oil, grease and rust. The best way to achieve
perfection is to sand blast or adopt 7-tank phosphate system. If for some reason, it is not
possible, use rustosan, which removes oil/grease and rust in one operation. Besides, it gives a
film of iron-zinc phosphate for better corrosion resistance.


Technical Data

APPEARANCE
: Smooth grey paste free from lumps.
VISCOSITY(PENETRATION) : 310 to 340 penetration by penetrometer
APPLICATION
: By putty knife only.
THINNER TO BE USED
: None
DRYING TIME : Touch dry : 5 minutes Hard dry : 30-40 minutes
SANDING (WET) TIME
: 30-40 minutes


Directions for Use

Prepare the surface as directed above. Take a small quantity of the paste on a putty spatula
and start filling dents with semicircular motion of hand. Ensure that putty does not roll back.
Since the putty contains about 40% of solvents, which go into air, dents will never get filled up
in one operation. Minimum three coats of putty are needed to get a desired result. The putty
can be applied wet on wet but it is recommended that a minimum time of half an hour be
given between each coat so that pinholes do not develop. Start wet cutting using the finest
paper and continue till a silky smooth surface is achieved.


Notes

After using the putty, close the lid of the container very tightly. Otherwise, drying will waste
half the quantity.
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The Product is for Industrial use only. Product data given here is correct to the best of our knowledge but their
accuracy may vary depending upon the quality of the substrate, application parameters and atmospheric
conditions affecting the performance of the product. Therefore the users are advised to make their own tests to
determine the suitability of products for their own purposes under present conditions. Unless agreed upon in
writing, we do not accept any liability for the performance of the product. We hereby disclaim any warranties
or representations, liability, including but not limited to negligence, injury, consequential losses or damages
arising from the use of the Products as recommended above. Product data are subject to change without
notice.
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